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Review of Wei et al “The North American .... driver data”.

This is a useful paper and in one sense hard to review. While I could comment on specific technical choices used in data set construction, the point is moot since these data sets have been produced and used in (outstanding) follow-on activities. A detailed critique of methods reported here would serve no particular purpose except possible to inform subsequent activities, such as preparing new data sets. In any case, as the authors quote, one shouldn’t let the “best be the enemy of good enough”. I’ll focus mainly on presentation as a result-

To respond to the authors with another quote “those who do not study history are condemned to repeat it”. I know this is a typical “old timer” review but this paper follows closely in the footsteps of earlier work without acknowledging that. The first data sets specifically for ecosystem model intercomparison were probably developed first by Wolfgang Cramer. I wouldn’t focus on the historical so much except for the concluding section on lessons learned, instead of implying that this is a new development. The lessons learned would be stronger if placed in the context of the evolution of terrestrial carbon and ecosystem modeling: one of those lessons could be to examine earlier studies and see what had worked and what did not!

In particular, this paper does not acknowledge or even cite any of the very similar precursor VEMAP papers. The manuscript paper is strikingly similar in approach to the two VEMAP data set description papers (Kittel et al 1995 and 2004) even to striking parallelisms in the statements of requirements between this paper and Kittel et al 2004. The lessons learned are also remarkably parallel, with Kittel et al speaking to similar needs for formats, informatics etc.

Since eventual ecosystem model validation is enabled by having low driver data error, it is critical that the driver data be first, as good as possible, and second, that potential bias errors and uncertainty be well-documented. The Kittel papers set a high standard for this, in terms of both quality and documentation, and this paper does not rise to that standard, especially for analysis of error and uncertainty. Without that documentation and analysis, it is very hard to separate model error and driver error is subsequent studies. This paper is deficient is identifying the potential nature and magnitude of such problems.

The VEMAP data could even serve as a benchmark for sampling bias, correction for topography etc , as they was prepared from the underlying high density station data using QA/QC, geostatistical interpolation and orographic techniques that remain at or close to the state-of-the-art for the period 1895-1995. The VEMAP climate data record almost certainly has fewer biases than reanalysis or CRU.
The VEMAP papers present extensive validation and cross-validation information so that the contribution of error in the driver data sets can be propagated through to the model output (Fuentes et al 2006). VEMAP requirements were, in their time, drivers for the evolution of THREDDS and its precursor tools, and so that project had a lasting impact on informatics infrastructure. While the VEMAP models had less sophisticated photosynthesis and transpiration algorithms than today, in many ways their nitrogen cycles were more complete than many of today’s models.

The VEMAP exercise also resulted in extensive and detailed model error analysis, using techniques for isolating model errors to specific process parameterizations that also would still seem to be relevant (Schimel et al 1997). Note that last paper clearly indicated the need for land use and disturbance data, as many systematic model errors were linked to insufficient resolution of stand ages in regrowing forests and other historical land use effects. Finally, the VEMAP models were used to present an estimate of US carbon flux dependence on CO2 and climate that are the natural benchmark against which to compare both drivers and responses (Pan et al 1998, Schimel et al 2000).

Of the Wei et al concluding points, 1-4 were also directly addressed in VEMAP and are reported in the Kittel papers. With respect to 5, VEMAP made use of early workflow tools and processes to allow reprocessing. 6 is extensively documented in the literature for the VEMAP data sets and in fact, extraordinary efforts were made to harmonize ~8,000 station records and grid them. 7 was utilized and as noted influenced the evolution of NetCDF and THREDDS tools subsequently. VEMAP suffered badly from 8, with accompanying schedule delays!

There are some major advances from the VEMAP era to the MsTMIP data products and these should be specifically highlighted as evolution. These include the advances in models that allow net surface fluxes of CO2 to be simulated, transported and used in model evaluation and the accompanying requirement for CO2, sub-daily meteorology, and the use of a harmonized phenology data set as driver or for validation of prognostic phenology models, as well as the parallel development of regional and global scaled data (a goal of VEMAP that was never realized).

In a similar time period to VEMAP, there were other terrestrial ecosystem model comparisons, sponsored by the IGBP, including the NPP intercomparison and CMLLP. None of these efforts are referenced at all, suggesting that while the authors have compiled lessons learned for future researchers, they have not heeded their own advice and sought lessons from prior studies.
